Employee spotlight

Interview of our Indian developers
Could you introduce yourself briefly?
Shilpi Kan:

I am Shilpi Kan from Lucknow, India. I trained to
become a journalist, but then got into English training
and later into, technical writing. I consider myself
an eclectic individual having varied interests from
books to sports to movies and music. I am majorly
interested in cooking and have been dreaming,
since forever, of starting my own food joint that is as
eclectic as its owner! :)

Anupam Gupta

I am Anupam Gupta having around 8 years of
experience in IBM i Technology. During my 8 years, I
had worked on health care domain mainly for CVS
Caremark and Healthnet and during this period I
had gained a good knowledge of Synon 2e tool.

Dharmveer Singh

My name is Dharmveer Singh. I have total 8 years
of professional experience in Electrical Engineering
Design and in Information Technology area where
I worked for Automobile/Airline/Insurance domains
on Mainframes and AS/400 platforms. I am glad as
well as excited to be a part of Arcad family because
I know that I will get the opportunity to enhance
my technical skills and to grow professionally. I like
cooking and reading books in my free time.”

Manoj Kumar Verma

My name is Manoj Kumar Verma. I have completed
total 6 years (2 years experience as a Software
Developer, 2 years experience as a Software
Engineer and 2 years experience as a Senior

Software Engineer. I have a master degree in
computer application and a bachelor’s degree
in Biology (with Zoology, Botany and Chemistry).
I enjoy meeting new people and finding ways to
help them have an uplifting experience. I consider
myself a good programmer.

Ritesh Gupta

I have 12 years of experience in IBM i technology.
During these 12 years, I got the opportunity to work
in various roles (like developer, module lead, team
lead, technical trainer, project manager etc.) and
various domains. I have worked in both product
and support environment. Apart from work, I love to
travel to new places and explore them. Also, I love
to watch movies.

Alok Dwivedi

Hi, I am Alok Dwivedi. I have been working as a
Java Developer since six years.I have worked on
utilization of Eclipse based utilities for integrating with
IBM i systems thereby simplifying the complexities of
IBM i to present them on the UI side in the form of
tables and UML diagrams and documenting them
programmatically.

Saurabh Kumar Mishra

I am Saurabh Kumar Mishra, having total experience
of 6 years and 5 months in IBM i and Mainframe.
In my tenure, I have worked in various domains
like Retail, Banking and Insurance. Mostly I have
been working on services project to support the
Customers on their application.
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Where did you develop on
the IBM i platform?

Why Arcad?

Shilpi Kan

It was in my previous company, where I got
introduced to the IBM i platform. However, I
didn’t really get to work much on it because my
documentation tasks revolved around the UI.

Arcad... because the company recognizes and
appreciates one’s diverse professional experience.
This was quite an encouraging aspect for me.
Moreover, it was time that I challenged myself
working with a different toolset.

Anupam Gupta

Anupam Gupta

I started my career with Cognizant Technology
Solution India Pvt Ltd and there I got trained on IBMi
platform.

Dharmveer Singh

I worked on all projects in my previous company
Databorough India Pvt. Ltd on IBM I paltform.

Shilpi Kan

Arcad is a product based organization which deals
with the IBMi modernization and also have 25 years
of Release Management expertise which definitely
help me to improve my knowledge in IBM i Platform
and other as well.

Dharmveer Singh

Manoj Kumar Verma

In my previous company in India

I am glad as well as excited to be a part of Arcad
family because I know that I will get the opportunity
to enhance my technical skills and to grow
professionally.

Ritesh Gupta

Manoj Kumar Verma

Computer Science Corporation (CSC)

Alok Dwivedi

I started to use IBM i platform in my previous
company in India.

Saurabh Kumar Mishra

Infosys Ltd. And others companies in India.

What’s your position
at Arcad software?

As I was looking for growth oriented organization, I
aimed to obtain high level of excellence by utilizing
myself as a resource for all kinds of challenging
jobs. So, ARCAD is one of the best company for
upgrading my knowledge and skills.
My mentor Devendra and Ritesh were first people
I met in IT software. They made me feel very
welcomed from the first moment we met.
I got to meet ARCAD team including Philippe,
Alexandre and Christophe who are all very nice
people.

Ritesh Gupta

I joined Arcad in November, 2017 as a Technical
Writer.

I strongly believe that Arcad has the perfect
environment which will utilize my knowledge in the
best possible way and in the process, it will help to
emerge as a better developer and leader.

Anupam Gupta

Alok Dwivedi

Shilpi Kan:

My current position at Arcad is System Analyst,
Technical Support & Education.

Dharmveer Singh

I am working as Software Engineer Technical
Support.

Manoj Kumar Verma

System Analyst, Technical Support

Ritesh Gupta

Manager – Technical Support

Since I have been working the field of integrating
IBM i and Java, therefore I feel that Arcad’s
various modules are very challenging to work on
to enhance my skills especially with the change
management tools and IBM i platforms.

Saurabh Kumar Mishra

I joined ARCAD because it is among world’s
leading IBM i product development companies
and I will get ample of opportunities to grow myself
professionally.

Alok Dwivedi

My current position at Arcad is System Analyst

Saurabh Kumar Mishra

System Analyst, Technical Support.
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What is a technical
challenge you’ve
experienced at Arcad and
how did you solve it?
Shilpi Kan

The IBM i platform is the greatest technical challenge,
per se, as I have had very limited exposure to it. I am
trying my best to overcome this challenge and get
easy with working on the green screen. Every day
is learning experience. Being a member of a team
mostly comprising IBM i experts also helps!

What’s a cool project
you’ve recently worked on?
Shilpi Kan

I am working on the Arcad macros and the immense
amount of understanding and detailing makes it a
very cool assignment for me.

Dharmveer Singh
Arcad Skipper

Ritesh Gupta

Currently, we are involved in getting trained in
various Arcad Product.

In Arcad, we are working on ARCAD – SKIPPER, which
I think is one of the best Change Management
tool available in market right now. Before joining
Arcad, I was leading the support team which were
managing various clients. In past, I also worked on
tools like X-Analysis and modernization.

Dharmveer Singh

Alok Dwivedi

Anupam Gupta

Currently I am working on ARCAD tool and am trying
to understand the each and every functionality of
the tool so that I can support the client effectively.

Manoj Kumar Verma

The concept of macros in Arcad looks really cool.

Saurabh Kumar Mishra
ARCAD Skipper.

Understanding Macro programming. I did
documentation by debugging few important
Macro(s) for better understanding.

Ritesh Gupta

Right now we are working on ARCAD product. We
are trying to go through all the aspects of this tool,
so that we can sever our clients in best possible way.

Alok Dwivedi

Currently I have been trained on various modules
of Arcad Software and I feel that working on the
enhancement of these modules on the front end
side will be quite challenging role for me.

Saurabh Kumar Mishra

Currently I am working on ARCAD tool and am trying
to understand the each and every functionality of
the tool so that I can support the client effectively.

www.arcadsoftware.com
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